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• Prices from as little as £869pp
• Onboard Credit Available
• Best Sellers
• Free Stays
• Free Tours
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Eastern Mediterranean, Adriaic, 
Greece & Turkey with Venice Stay

Airport to Venice Island Transfers

Up to $75 on board credit per
stateroom

2 Night Stay in Venice 
with St Mark’s Square Tour

9 Night cruise on the Norwegian Jade

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ Venice (2 night stay) ~ Dubrovnik ~
Piraeus, Athens ~ Izmir, Ephesus ~ Split,
Croatia ~ Venice ~ Fly UK

Your Fares
Prices based on 16 June 2011 departure

Inside Stateroom From £869pp

Outside Stateroom From £959pp

Balcony Stateroom From £1,259pp

Single Stateroom From £1,299pp

Start your holiday experience off with a 2 night stay in

the beautiful city of Venice,and it also includes St Mark's

Square Highlights Tour before embarking on an exciting

itinerary that will appeal to everyone, from history lovers

who can take in the most impressive ancient sights, to

sun-seekers looking for relaxation and fun. 

As the Norwegian Jade sets sail we can take in the

wonderful views across Dubrovnik’s rooftops and the blue

Adriatic, have chance to visit Parthenon temple atop the

Acropolis in Athens, then off to Ancient Rome where life

is laid bare at Ephesus with grand monuments, public

latrines and plenty of wine bars to stop and have a

relaxing drink. We are then off to Split’s bustling old town

before heading back to Venice to finish our cruise.

Norwegian Jade has a fantastic choice of

accommodation. After a busy day exploring why not try

out the 2 swimming pools, 4 hot tubs or excellent Spa

facilities available before heading off for a bite to eat.

With a vast array of dining options from Asian Fusion,

Spanish Tapas and authentic Japanese Teppanyaki , you

can have a different dining experience throughout  your

stay onboard. 

Then with dinner over and a choice of 13 Bars &

Lounges to choose from including Karaoke Room,

Medusa Lounge and Nightclub we are sure you will find

something that will take your fancy. With a great Kids

activity centre onboard they too will have plenty to keep

them occupied.

Departs: Every second week 

19 May – 22 Sep 2011

Duration: 9 Nights

Fares From: £869pp

On The Norwegian Jade

  

new
package
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All Flights & Overseas
Transfers Included

1 night in Los Angeles 4* hotel

2 Nights in Waikki 4* hotel
Includes FREE Pearl Harbour cruise.

Radiance of the Seas 18 night
Cruise Honolulu to Sydney

2 Nights 4* Sydney hotel with FREE
Morning Sydney Harbour cruise

2 Nights in Hong Kong 4* hotel
FREE half day tour

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ Los Angeles (1 night) ~ Honolulu 

(2 nights) ~Papeete, Tahiti ~ Moorea, 

French Polynesia ~ Bora Bora, 

French Polynesia ~ Auckland, |New Zealand

~ Bay of Islands, New Zealand ~ 

Sydney (2 nights) ~ Hong Kong (2 nights) 

~ Fly UK

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £3,599pp

Outside Stateroom From £3,739pp
Balcony Stateroom From £4,049pp

Single Stateroom From £4,679pp

This holiday literally takes you around the world. From

Los Angeles, and the Hawaiian Islands, to the bottom of

the world, with New Zealand and Austarlia, before

coming home via Hong Kong. We have included so may

extra tours and nights stay, which means you really do

get to see the very best of all the places you are visiting.

This really is a tour that you wont forget and will want to

tell your friends all about for years to come.

Royal Caribbean’s Radiance of the Seas offers the

ultimate “at sea” experience by combining speed, added

comfort, greater open spaces, sweeping ocean vistas and

an exceptional cruise staff committed to serving your

every whim. Among her spectacular features are the 10-

story glass-constructed Centrum, glass elevators facing

the sea, and the highest percentage of outside staterooms

in the Royal Caribbean fleet.

Departs: 24th September 2011                 

Duration: 27 nights

Fares From: £3,599pp

Hawaii, New Zealand, Australia &
Hong Kong

On The Radiance of the Seas

  

unique

itinerary
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New York & New England

3 Nights in New York Novotel 
(or Similar) 

7 night New England cruise on 
the Caribbean Princess

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ New York (3 nights) ~ Newport,

Rhode Island ~ Boston Massachusetts ~ Bar

Harbor, Maine ~ Saint John, New Brunswick~

Halifax , Nova Scotia ~ New York ~ Fly UK

(31st August cruise operates in reverse) 

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £1,575pp 

Outside Stateroom From £1,649pp 

Balcony Stateroom From £1,849pp 

Single Stateroom From £2,399pp 

What More could you want from a holiday? 3 nights in

New York, where you can see all the sights, take in a

Broadway show, shop for all the amazing things you find

in the city that never sleeps, then step aboard one of the

finest cruise ships afloat for a journey along New

England and Canada in the Fall, with the golden colours

and relaxing lifestyle on board, this is a holiday you will

remember forever. Caribbean Princess is one of the stars

of the region that bears her name. Get a workout at the

fitness center, then rejuvenate with a pampering treatment

in the Lotus Spa or in the private retreat just for adults,

The Sanctuary. You'll enjoy an array of freshwater

swimming pools and hot tubs, lounges and clubs, a

library, lavish production shows, extensive options for

children and much more - plus fine dining in specialty

restaurants like Sabatini's and the elegant Crown Grill,

Traditional or Anytime Dining rooms and the new Vines

wine & seafood bar. And of course, Movies Under the

Stars. It's all you would expect of a ship this grand USA

etsa required for entry please go to

https://esta.cbp.dhs.gov/esta Charges apply 

Departs: 31stAugust 

& 5th October 2011 

Duration: 11 Nights

Fares From: £1,575pp

on the Caribbean Princess

 best 
seller!
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2 Night in Copenhagen
Including a hop on/off tour

From $75 On Board Credit per
stateroom

9 Nights on the Norwegian 
Sun Baltic Cruise

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ Copenhagen (2 night stay) ~

Warnemunde, Berlin, ~ Tallinn, Estonia ~ 

St. Petersburg (2 nights onboard) ~ Helsinki,

Finland ~ Nynashamn, Stockholm ~

Copenhagen ~ Fly UK 

*Orders of ports vary on alternate weeks

Your Fares
Price based on 02 Jun 2011 departure

pluS $75 ONBOARD CREDIT per stateroom

Inside Stateroom From £1,275pp

Outside Stateroom From £1,419pp
Balcony Stateroom From £1,565pp

Single Stateroom From £1,879pp

Discover the best

loved Capitals that

begins with an

overnight stay in the

wonderful city of

Copenhagen. The

perfect gateway to the

Baltic Sea to start

your voyage of the

many cities you will embark. 

Warnemunde is a seaside resort which is often used as a

starting point for visits to Rostock and Berlin. Then onto

the ancient Hanseatic city which is Tallin, with its

beautiful churches, solid limestone houses and well

preserved cobbled streets.

St Petersburg then brings you the Winter Palace, with

over a thousand rooms, is merely the most magnificent of

six buildings that make up the Hermitage museums. With

an overnight stay (onboard) gives you 2 days of

sensational sightseeing with time to experience the

“White Nights” of midsummer, when a brief twilight

blends into dawn, or maybe experience an evening at the

ballet.

Calling in at Helsinki and Stockholm with time to visit the

many Cathedrals and attractions available we then finish

our cruise back in the wonderful city of Copenhagen.

While onboard the Norwegian Sun you can experience

the 24hr dining, with 14 dining choices you can indulge

in cuisine from around the world, take in some great

entertainment including spectacular shows in the

Stardust Lounge and Cabaret in Dazzles nightclub.

Best of the Baltic Capitals 
with Copenhagen Stay

On The Norwegian Sun

Departs: 06 May 2011 to 09 Sep 2011

Duration: 11 Nights

Fares From: £1275pp 
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Western Mediterranean with Barcelona pre-cruise Stay 

or Salou & Western Mediterranean Stay and Cruise Holiday 

7 nights on the Norwegian Epic

From $100 Onboard Credit per
Stateroom

2 Nights in Barcelona with Free Hop

on-Hop Off City Tour or 7 nights in 4* Costa

Daurada Sol Hotel in Salou, Half Board

There are two fantastic

options available on these

exclusive cruise & stay

holidays.

You can either choose to enjoy

2 nights pre-cruise stay in

Barcelona before joining the

ship.  Take a stroll down Las

Ramblas, passing street vendors and imaginative performance

artists enroute to view the fantastic Art Nouveau architecture of

the city’s most famous son, Gaudi. The Gothic Quarter with its

narrow streets and vast cathedral is a big atmosphere and the

neighbourhood tapas bars are just the place to refill or catch up

on the amazing sightseeing opportunities on the hop-on, hop-off

tour.

Alternatively you can either enjoy a week pre-cruise stay at the

4* Hotel Costa Daurada Sol, , including half board will give you

a great start to your wholeholiday experience. You can work on

your tan before joining Norwegian Epic!

Join the Norwegian Epic for your cruise across the

Mediterranean, getting a taste of Tuscany, and the art galleries

of Renaissance Florence, when in Rome, you can enjoy an

exclusive visit to the Vatican City, while in Pompeii take a tour to

this stunning Ancient Roman city, buried under volcanic ash for

nearly 1,700yrs. Then it’s a stop off in Majorca with time to relax

on the Beaches or water parks before returning to Barcelona.

The incredible Norwegian Epic is the newest ship in the fleet,

with more than 20 amazing, international dining options, you

can dine somewhere new every night and still have plenty of

choice to try for lunch. Along with its rock climbing, 10-pin

bowling and the biggest floating spa at sea, you will not have

problems finding things to keep you busy.

Western Mediterranean 

with Barcelona pre-cruise stay

Departs: weekly 13th May ~ 7th; Oct 2011 

Duration: 9 Nights

Fares From: £899pp

Norwegian Epic

Barcelona Stay & Western

Med. Itinerary
Fly UK ~ Barcelona (2 nights) ~ Livorno,

Florence/Pisa ~ Civitavecchia, Rome ~ Naples,

Pompeii ~ Palma ~ Barcelona ~  Fly UK 

Your Fares 
(Price based on 23 Sep 11 Barcelona stay and 18 Sep

Salou stay, OBC applies for certain dates and may

differ)

pluS $100 ONBOARD CREDIT per stateroom

Inside Stateroom From £899pp
Balcony Stateroom From £959pp

Single Stateroom From £1,079pp

Salou & Mediterranean
Itinerary

Fly UK ~ Barcelona , transfer to 4* Hotel

Costa Daurada Sol, Salou for 7 nights ~

Livorno, Florence/Pisa ~ Civitavecchia, Rome

~ Naples, Pompeii ~ Majorca ~ Barcelona ~

Fly UK 

Your Fares prices (based on 18 sep 2011)

pluS $100 ONBOARD CREDIT per stateroom

Inside Stateroom From £899pp
Balcony Stateroom From £999pp

Single Stateroom From £1,165pp

Salou & Western Mediterranean stay 

& Cruise Holiday

Departs: weekly 15th May  ~ 9th; Oct 2011                     

Duration: 14 nights

Fares From: £899pp

  

new
itinerary
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3 Nights on Queen Mary 
in Long Beach 

FREE Full Day L.A.
& Movie Star Homes

7 Night Mexican Riviera Cruise on board
Carnival Splendour or Sapphire Princess

3 Nights in Luxor Hotel, Las Vegas

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ Los Angeles (3 nights) ~ Puerto

Vallarta, Mexico ~ Mazatlan, Mexico ~ Cabo

San Lucas, Mexico ~ Los Angeles ~ Las Vegas

(3 nights) ~ Fly UK 

Fares From £1,599pp

This is a Holiday that brings you the glitz of America

together, we start off flying to Los Angeles where we

spend 3 nights on the Queen Mary, now a hotel in Long

Beach, where during our stay we have a FREE City tour

and get to see the Movie Star’s homes. We then join our

Carnival cruise to the Mexican Riviera, taking in some

breath taking sights, before we head back to Los Angeles.

Then its an onward flight to Las Vegas, the worlds

entertainment capital for 3 nights of fun, including a

FREE Air tour of one of the wonders of the world, the

Grand Canyon.

Carnival Splendour set out on her maiden voyage in July

2008 and at more than 113,000 tonnes is the second

largest ship in the Carnival Fleet. Not just a ship, but a

floating resort, she offers a variety of facilities and

amenities for the whole family.

The World’s destinations seem to sparkle when seen from

the decks of the incredible Sapphire Princess. Get a

workout at the fitness centre or run a few laps on the

jogging track, then rejuvenate with a pampering

treatment in the Lotus Spa, plus fine dining in our many

dining rooms, specialty restaurants like Sabatini’s or

Sterling Steakhouse and Traditional or Anytime dining

rooms. It’s all you would expect of a ship the grand.

Carnival Splendour Departs: 

8th September 2011 

(weekly departures available 05 May 1 to 27 Oct 11)    

Duration: 14 nights

Fares From: £1,699pp 

Sapphire Princess Departs: 13th; 20th &

27th April 2011
(Weekly departures November to April available) 

Duration: 14 nights

Fares From: £1,599pp
Based on 27th April departure

Los Angeles, Mexican Riviera & Las Vegas

On The Carnival Splendour
or the Sapphire Princess

FREE Grand Canyon ‘Highlights Air
Tour’ (Weather permitting) 

 best 
seller!
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Cape Town & Cruise to Britain

All Flights & Overseas
Transfers Included  

3 Nights Cape Town 4* hotel

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ Cape Town (3 nights) ~ Walvis Bay ~

St Vincent, Cape Verde Islands ~ Tenerife ~

Madeira ~ Southampton

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £1,999pp  

Outside Stateroom From £2,269pp  

Balcony Stateroom From £3,189pp 

Single Stateroom From £3,119pp 

Spend a fantastic 3 nights in Cape Town, famous

for its sea front and habour  as well as its natural

setting in the Cape floral kingdom, including such

well landmarks as Table Mountain and Cape Point.

Cape Town is Africa’s most popular holiday

destination, as it gives you the opportunity to see

the real South Africa, before setting sail aboard

Artemis, taking in the beautiful sights and ports of

call before arriving into Southampton.

Child free Artemis is the smallest ship in the P&O

fleet. This means she offers a very unique style of

cruising. Everything is scaled down, creating an

intimate feel on board. Perfect if you prefer a

quieter holiday. Her size also means she can visit

more unusual ports of call. Making her a good

choice for the well travelled.

Departs: 22nd March 2011 

Duration: 21 Nights 

Fares From: £1,999pp

on the Artemis

exclusive
price
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3 NIGHT STAY 4* HOTEL IN Dubai

Dubai ½ day city tour

Balmoral 21 night cruise Dubai to
Southampton

Your Itinerary
Fly Uk -~ Dubai (3 Nights) ~ Salalah, Oman

~ Safaga, Egypt ~ Port Tewfik, Egypt ~ Cruise

Suez Canal, ~ Alexandria, Egypt ~ Valletta,

Malta~ Gibraltar ~ Southampton

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £1,899pp

Outside Stateroom From £2,119pp

Single Stateroom From £2,969pp

Start your holiday experience off with a fantastic 3 nights

stay in Dubai. Gaze upon astounding extravagance at the

man-made resorts as well as the billowing Burj Al Arab

Hotel. Delve into the culture that has long drawn globe-

trotting visitors: The Jumeira Mosque, glittering Gold

Souq, or a heritage, village showcasing ancient Bedouin

craftsmanship. Your stay here is sure to be one filled with

amazement and excitement. Join Balmoral and discover

the ‘perfume city of Arabia’ with a stop in Salalah, Oman,

investigate the Egyptian ports which line the Red Sea

coast. Transit the world famous Suez Canal into the

Mediterranean Sea, visit the historical Valley of the Kings

at Luxor before exploring the island of Malta.Then

cruising onto Gibraltar before disembarking in

Southampton.

Carrying 1350 passengers the Balmoral is certainly the

grandest ship of the Fred.Olsen fleet, yet still compact

enough to offer the trademark intimate, homely

atmosphere. The Balmoral offers 710 elegant comfortable

cabins, world class cuisine and diverse on board

activities.

Departs: 29th March 2011               

Duration: 25 nights

Fares From:£1,899pp

Dubai to Southampton with Dubia stay

On The Balmoral

great 
value
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Transatlantic, Caribbean, Mexico,
San Francisco & Las Vegas

Your Itinerary
Southampton ~ Madeira ~ St. Lucia  ~

Curacao, Netherlands Antilles ~ Panama

Canal Daytime Transit ~ Acapulco ~ San

Francisco (1 Night On The Ship, 2 Nights

Hotel) ~ Las Vegas (3 Nights) ~ Fly Uk

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £2,899pp  

Outside Stateroom From £3,519pp  

Balcony Stateroom From £4,379pp 

Single Stateroom From £4,685pp 

This is a holiday you will never forget, as we sail from the

UK across the Caribbean, through the Panama Canal to

Mexico, and then to San Francisco, where we stay for 4

nights in the famous Fisherman’s wharf area, and explore

this fascinating city, as well as have a look around the

most feared Prison in the world, Alcatraz. We then fly to

the playground of America, Las Vegas, where we also

have a FREE flight to discover the Grand Canyon, before

flying home.

Aurora is a truly world-class ship. Following the

influence of her extensive travels, her stylish and

cosmopolitan interior reflects an affinity for foreign

shores. Offering a taste of the authentic, she blends very

modern comfort with some of the classic elements of an

original British cruise experience. At her heart is a

Lalique- inspired waterfall which forms the centrepiece

of her atrium- one of her signature features. When it

comes to bars she offers a variety to suit every mood

including her Crow’s nest bar, which offers great

panoramic views along the way, Champion sport’s bar

and Anderson’s with its rather sophisticated wood

panelled walls. Her dining options include her two main

restaurants, as well as a bistro by Marco Pierre White

and an al fresco grill restaurant.

Departs: 4th January 2011

Duration: 28 Nights 

Fares From: £2,899pp

on the Aurora

All Flights & Overseas
Transfers Included

2 Nights in San Francisco 4* Hotel

FREE CityPass Sightseeing 
Ticket Book & Alcatraz tour

3 Nights Las Vegas 4* Hotel

FREE Grand Canyon Highlights
air tour (Weather permitting)

 best 
seller!
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All Flights & Overseas
Transfers Included

Experience 2 ships - 1 Holiday

Queen Mary Transatlantic Cruise

4 Nights in New York 4* Hotel

Caribbean Princess 7 Nights

New England Cruise

Your Itinerary
Southampton ~ New York (4 nights) ~

Newport, Rhode Island ~ Boston,

Massachusetts ~ Bar Harbor, Maine ~ Saint

John, New Brunswick ~ Halifax, Nova

Scotia ~ New York ~ Fly UK

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £2,619pp

Outside Stateroom From £2,939pp
Balcony Stateroom From £3,199pp

Single Stateroom From £3,339pp

As the ultimate in holidays go, this is hard to beat, as we

sail away from UK on board the flag ship of the Cunard

Fleet heading for the new world. Arriving in New York

after nearly a week of pampering on board, where we

stay for 4 nights, taking in all the sights and sounds of the

most vibrant city of them all, before we board our second

cruise this time taking in the splendour that is New

England in the Fall, and the best of Canada.

Queen Mary 2 was famous even before her first sailing

and a worthy heir to Cunard’s rich legacy. As the flagship

of the worlds most respected fleet of luxury ocean liners,

you’ll delight in her accommodation and renowned

restaurants, her breathtaking Grand Lobby and the

amazing array of unsurpassed amenities she offers.

Caribbean Princess is one of the stars of the region that

bears her name. Get a workout at the fitness centre, then

rejuvenate with a pampering treatment in the Lotus spa

or in the private retreat just for adults, The Sanctuary.

You’ll enjoy an array of freshwater swimmimg pools and

hot tubs, lounges and clubs, a library, lavish productions

shows, extensive options for children and much more,

plus fine dining in specialty restaurants like Sabatini’s

and the elegant Crown Grill, Traditional or Anytime

Dining rooms and the new Vines wine & seafood bar. And

of course, Movies Under the Stars. Its all you would

expect of a ship this grand.

Departs: 20th September 2011               

Duration: 19 nights

Fares From: £2,619pp

Transatlantic Cruise with New York Stay 
& New England

On The Cunard’s Queen Mary 
& Princess’s Caribbean Princess

favourite
tour
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Beijing Stay with Far East Cruise 

Diamond Princess 16 Nights 

3 nights in 4* Orchard Hotel in
Singapore, Includes FREE City Tour 

3 nights in Courtyard by Marriott in
Beijing (or similar) with Full Day Tour

Your Itinerary
Fly UK ~ 3 nights Beijing ~ Busan, South

Korea 1 ~ Nagasaki, Japan ~ Shanghai, China

~Hong Kong ~ Nha Trang, Vietnam~Ho

ChiMinh City, Vietnam ~ Bangkok, Thailand

~ Singapore 3 nights stay ~ Fly UK. 

Your Fares

Inside Stateroom From £2,199pp  

Outside Stateroom From £2,499pp  

Balcony Stateroom From £2,999pp 

Single Stateroom From £3,599pp 

This truly is a tour of all the major cities and highlights

of the Far East. Starting off in the Olympic city of

Beijing, where we have included tours to some of the

most exciting places to see including the great wall of

China. We then board the luxury of the Diamond

Princess, from where we take a look at some of the most

fascinating and intriguing places in the world, whilst

enjoying the luxury of the ship. Diamond Princess is a

luxury destination in itself. Wake each morning in

anticipation of a new horizon. Take in the view from one

of nearly 740 balcony staterooms. Indulge in a hot stone

massage at the renowned Lotus Spa, enjoy fine dining in

a formal or relaxed atmosphere and make it a cruise to

remember. Please note a Chinese visa is required which

can be obtained from the Chinese embassy. A link is

available via our travel essentials website page or Please

call for further information 

Departs: 7th November 2011 

Duration: 24 Nights 

Fares From: £2,199pp

on the Diamond Princess

Terms & Conditions: All fares in this brochure are based on 2 adults sharing a stateroom. All fares and itineraries

correct at time of going to press, 8th December 2010, but are subject to change without notice. Tours and

excursions are subject to weather conditions. Please note that when travelling to certain countries, visas are

required, please check our website and click on ‘Holiday Essentials’ for more information. Obtaining these, and

any costs incurred are your responsibility. All return flights to the UK are via London, some return just to London.

Regional arrivals are available at a supplement. When available, other hotels may be used at a supplement. All

Holidays in this brochure are organised by The Liverpool Cruise Club. For full terms and conditions please visit

our website. ABTA 23229 ATOL 9640. E&OE


